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Item 21 of the Provisional Agenda

DESIRABILITY'OF ADOPTING AN INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENT ON EDUCATION
FOR INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING, CO-OPERATION AND PEACE

SUMMARY

Having examined the preliminary study of the legal and technical aspects of
international regulations,on education for international ut derstanding, co-
operation and peace, the Executive Board decided to include this question in
the Provisional Agenda of the seventeenth session of the General Conference
(89 EX/Decision 4. -2. 2). The text of that decision will be found'in this docu-
menti(paiagraph 5). Annex I gives a summary of the relevant discussions in
the Programme and External Relations Commission of the Executive Board.
Annex II reproduces the text of,thelpreliminary.study. The General Confer-
ence is invited to decide upon the points set out in paragraph 10.
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1. Under resolution-1.271; adopted by-the/General' Conference ataitefifteenth session, the work
plarin the Approved!Programine and Budget for=1969-1970-(paregraph'270) proVided that a

preliminary irtudyshould be made of "the possibility of preparing an internatiOal instrument on
education to promote the ideals of peace, understanding and respect between peoples, bearing in
mind the suitability and timeliness-of such an instrument ":

2. 'Insornewhat different terms, 'this-mandate was repeated in thework plan-forxesolution L-21
adapted by the General Conference itatesixteentheestion. The work,Plen-stated: "A prelim-

inary study of the technical and leg:i aspects of preparing an ir,terisational instrument on education
for internationaLunderstanding; cozoperation and.peace-Will` be aubrnitted:to-one'bUte'seasions of
the'-bxeCutive Board'during:1971'4491V (Approved Programme-an&BUdget for_1971-1972, para-
graph 1195).

3. In iinplenientatioh:of these4orklilEine; and'in acob..danCe'With the preaCriPtiOns oLArticles 2
tend, 4L of=theRules.'of:Procedtire _c oncerning.-Rec ominendatonELtn Memb ext- States . and :Interne-

-tional Conventions coveredby the terms of Article IV, paragraph 4 of the-Constitution, -the Director,
General-prePared a preliminary study of'the technical and legal. aspects of the question. The study
was'submitted to the Executive-Board at its 89th session (May-July 3972) in accordanoa with Article
3 -(b) of the-said-Regulations and,ie reprodticeci-in Ahnex'II.

4. The Executtlie-Board was invited-to decide-whether the question of possible international- regu-
lation ori=education-for international understanding,_ -co- operation and peace should be-included

in the Provisional Agenda of the seventeenth session of the General- Conference (document 89 EX/11).

5. After discussion, the Executive Board, on 27 June 1972, adopted the following resolutfon:

"The Executive Board,

1. Considering Articles 2 and 3 of the Rules of Procedure concerning Recommendations to
Member States and International Conventions for which provision has been made in Article
IV, paragraph 4 of the Constitution,

2. Having examined the report and the preliminary study contained in document 89 EX/11,

3. Decides to include the following question in the Provisional Agenda of the seventeenth ses-
sion of the General Conference: 'Desirability of adopting an international instrument on
education for international understanding, co-operation and peace'." 89 EX/Decisions,
4.2.2.

6. The relevant part of the report of the Programme and External Relations Commission of the
Executive Board (89'EX/24, Part II, paragraphs 37 to 40) is-reproduced as Annex I to this

document.

7. Under Article 6 ofthe above-mentioned Rules of Procedure, it is for the General Conference
to deCide whether the question under consideration should be regulated at the international level

and, if so, to determine to what extent the question can be regulated and whether this should be done
through an international convention or a recommendation to Member States. Furthermore, the
Rules of Procedure stipulate that no draft Convention or Recommendation may be adopted before
the ordinary session following that at which the General Conference has taken the above-mentioned
decisions. Hence, international regulations could not be adopted in the present case before the
eighteenth session, in 1974.

8. If the General Conference decides that the question is to be regulated at the international level,
the Director-General will prepare a preliminary report setting forth the position with regard

to the problem to be regulated and to the possible scope of the regulating action proposed. This pre-
liminary report may be accompanied by a first draft of a convention or recommendation as the case
may be. The preliminany,,report will be submitted to Member States for their comment and obser-
vations; a final report containing a revised draft text will be prepared on the basis of the replies
received.

9. Under Article 10.4 of the above-mentioned Rules of Procedure, the General Conference is to
decide whether the final report should be submitted to it direct, or to a special committee
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consisting of technical and legal experts appointed by Member States; in the latter case, the special
committee submits to Member States a draft which has its approval, with a view to its subsequent
discussion by, the General Conference.

10. Consequently the General Conference is invited:

(a) to decide whether the question of education for international understanding, co-operation
and peace.should,be.regulated at the international level;'

(b) if so, toAletermine to what-extent,the question- can-be- regulated,, and whether the method
adopted should be an international- convention -or alternatively a recommendation to Member
States,'

(c) to decide whether-a special committee of governmental-experts .should be convened topre-
pare the final text of the proposal for submission to the General Conference at, its eighteenth
session.
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ANNEX I

REPORT OF THE PROGRAMME AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS COMMISSION
OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD, PART II, PARAS. 37-40 .

POSSIBLE INTERNATIONAL REGULATION ON EDUCATION FOR INTERNATIONAL
UNDERSTANDING, CO-OPERATION AND PEACE (89 EX/11)

37. The Assistant Director-General for Education introduced document 89 EX/11, giving particular
attention to the annexed preliminary study of the technical and legal aspects` of international reg-

ulations on education for international understanding, co-operation and peace.

38. Ten speakers took part in the diaciigiroci-wiiiCh followed. The majority voiced appreciation. for
the preliminary study and expressed approval of its conclusion that the formulation of new stan-

dards in this field was both feasible and opportune. One speaker opposed the preparation of,-a new
international .instrument on the grounds that Unesco should concentrate on other forms of action;
another suggested deferring the question for this same reason and also because a comprehensive re-
commendation on the subject had already been adopted by the International Conference on Public
Education.

39. Several speakers commended :upon-the forth which the international instrument should take. One
propoied that both a convention and a recommendation be prepared, as had been d6ne in the mat?

ter of discrimination in education. Others felt that a convention in this:field was inadvisable and that
standard- setting should take ,the form of a recommendation or a declaration. Still others recalled
that the decision on this point was the prerogative of the General Conference.

40. The Commission decided,, by a vote of 19 in favour, 2 against and 2 abstentions, to recommend
that the Executive Board adopt the following draft resolution;

The Executive Board,

I. Considering Articles 2 and 3 of the Rules of Procedure concerning Recommendations to
Member States and International Conventions for which provision has been made in Article
IV, paragraph 4 of the Cadstitution,

2. Having examined the report and the preliminary study contained in document 89 EX/11,

3. Decides to include the following question in the Provisional Agenda of the seventeenth
session of.theGeneral Conference:

"Desirability of adopting an international instrument on education for international under-
standing, co-operation and peace".
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REGULATIONS ON EL :CATION FOR INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING,
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I. HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION

1. At the end of the "great and terrible war", the founders of Unesco expressed in the Constitution
both their belief in "full and equal opportunities for education for all" and their= conviction that

education-can construct 'the defences of peace in the-minds of men, thereby helping to advance the
objectives of "international Peace and of the common welfare of mankirid"(1). These two objectives
are, without doubt, one and indivisible, but the first is a precondition of the setond, and it Was to it
that the Organization-gavapricirity at a time when nations. and their representatives looked on peace
as-the greatest and mastdragile'otthe goods that -they could; at will, preserve±or destroy. Unesco
is therefore founded, first and foremost, on an act of-faith inedUcation,considered as,a means of
achieving "the ideals of peace, understan.ling and respect among nations ".

2. It was inthis spirit-thaf the first draft programme which was submitted to the General Confer-
ence of Unesco in 1945 gave pride of place to a series of short= and long-term activities concern-

ing '(direct contributionsto security and peace"(2), this part of the programme havingprecedence
overihose focused on the advancement of edrication as an instrument of edonOmiC:and social progress.

4.
3. .4,Twoliaths then lay operi to Unesco. The first option was to resume; and extend, the -Work of

-draftintiinternatiOnal_instruments,. whicly--WaS,'"iiridertaken before7the-war,lbY,the Ifiternational
CoMinittee on Intellectual Co-oPeration(3), -iathaforrirof proceduresi, conventions -and declarations
deSignedAO-maintairi-and-strengthen, thiough education._ aapirit_of-inUtuarunderstanding-amongpeo-_
-Oleg: the so-called "Casareanprcicadiire"--for the deletiOn=or-correction of passages in school- text=
liooks "of-a nature to convey -to the young WrongAMPresSiOns-leading to an essential

ef other countries" (adopted'in 1925, _expandedin-1933); the InternationarConvention concerning
the Use of Broadcasting in the Cause of Peace (1936); thaDeclEration-regarcling the Teaching of His-
tory (1937). The first effects of these normative activities coincided with the premonitorySigns of
the world war "to come and passed unnoticed. In 1946, there' were no-grounds for believing that such
measures, the futility of which'seemed to be illustrated by recent events, were models that were worth
following.

4: The second path was that of practical action focused directly or indirectly on educators, pilot
projects, psychological and educational research projects. The basic theme developed in

Unesco's Constitution is political no less than educational in character, but it was possible to contem-
plate operating chiefly within the sphere of education. The aim was essentially to turn to account the
recent advances made in education, to*utilize the new teaching methods, to check methodidally, by
experiment the validity of the postulate that education can be an instrument of peace.

5. From the outset, in fact, Unesco embarked simultaneously upon both paths, educational activi-
ties and experimental projects opening the way to e standard-setting measures and in turn

benefiting from these measures. In 1947, Unesco or nized at Sevres in France, -the first Interna-
tional Educational Seminar for the purpose of definin the direct contribution of education to interna-
tionalunderstanding and to peace and the ways and means of securing it. The same year, the General
Conference instructed the Director-General, at its second session, "to prepare for consideration at
the 1948 Conference a draft convention "for the development of international understanding in educa-
tional establishments (resolution 2 C/3.,13). Thus was launched a twofold, long-term campaign which,
for over 20 years, has found expression almost all Unesco's fields of work.

A. Practical action

. Though there can be no question in this short survey of including all the numerous aspects of the
action carried on in this field by Unesco for over a quarter of a century, a sketch of the main out-

lines is nevertheless called for. First of all, this action covers the whole range of education in its
institutions and its curricular and extra-curricular forms, whether for children, adolescents, young
people or adults. It is multidisciplinary. It turns upon the substance, rtethods, means and instru-
ments of an education that is consonant with the ideals of mutual understanding and peace, and upon
the preparation of educators. There has been a constant tendency to merge the multifarious elements
(1) Constitution of Unesco, Preamble.
(2) Report on the Programme of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,

Unesco/C/2, 1946, pp. 33-39.
(3) On the work of the Committee, see in particular: Institut international de coop6ration intellec-

tuelle, Paris, 1946; chapters on international problems of educaticl and the revision of school
textbooks and the teaching of history.
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of such education, although Unesco has at times been led to specialize its efforts by focusing them on,
for example, teaching about the work of the UnitedNations or on certain "appropriate" disciplines
such as history, geography and civics.

7. Secondly, Unesco has itself aeviged or made usaof effective means of furthering and supporting
the methodical application, in or out of school, of ideas. that have been expressed many times in in-

ternational meetings, as also experimental research on and evaluation of old and new methods in the
field of "active"' education for peace: international seminars (eight betv een 1947' and 1953); the As-
sociated Sr.'hools Project, set up in 1953 and today comprising some '900 establishments in-62 countries;
the Associated Youth Enterprises network, set up in 1955; Unesco Clubs, (at present numbering some
1, 300 in 57'countriei); international, teams or workshops of,young,volunteers (some 250, 000 every
year) working in the "international civil service'', the functioning of which is facilitated by a Unesco-
supported Co-ordinating.Committee. In this way, Unesco has helped to set up genuine educational labor-
atOries for international understanding.

8. Furthermore, in a Spherain which cl,-larations of principle and faith abound but do not always
give rise to activities which can exec real influence on the behaviour of children, youngpeo-

-ple_And adults, Unescp.has brought into_play "polarizing" agencies which give:concrete-expression
to abstract intentions' and concepts. Experience.haashoWn thaimportance-of th0.01eplayed in this
connexion hy_the_atuciea and.declaratimis-on racialproblems, the surveys and activities concerning
the status- of women, the:major,scientifiC co-operation Projects, -and,the major project on mutual ap-
preciation of eastern and.western-,cultural values, which has _given a new..leaSe_ of:life to education for
international unabratandirigas_a whole -and a new dimenSion to the study of the various= cultures - and
lastly the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which gives such education its true ethical sig-
nificance. .

1.
9. True, there are shortcomings in Unesco's action in this'field. For example, though the main

effort in school teaching has been focused, on the history- geography- civics triad, the teaching
and learning of foreign languages has featured only minimally in Unesco's programmes for the past
fifteen years. Except for studies carried out in 1968 on means of promoting international understand-
ing_ through children's books, the contribution of literary studies has hardly beet. considered save in
the content of the major "tastiMest" project. No concerted action has been undertaken to define and
to develop the potential.contribution of 'higher education to mutual u.iderstanding and respect among
peoples. Nevertheless, the range and impact of the work so far accomplished suffice to justify the
efforts that, Unesco has made from the outset to promote the establishment of standards as a con-
comitant to practical action.

B. Standard setting

First ventures

10. At its second session, in 1947, the General Conference instructed the Director-General "to pre-
pare for consideration at the 1948 Conference a draft convention under the terms of which the

Member States may agree, withir; the limitations and powers of their respective constitutional and
legal provisions, regarding the control and administration of education, to direct the programmes of
their respective educational systems at all levels to the end of international peace and security",
(resolution 3.13. 1), and "to give due regard, in this connexion, to the provisions of Article 1 of the
Constitution of Unesco, the provisions of Articles 55 and 56(1) of the United Nations Charter, and the
proposals of the Mexican Delegation to the Second Session of the General Conference" (resolution
2 C /s. 12. 2). This one-year mandate, supplemented by provisos relating to the "domestic jurisdic-
tion" of Member States (Constitution, Article 1, Section 3), was more succinctly confirmed by the
General Conference at its third session (1948): "The Director-General is instructed to draft a
convention, under which Member States may agree, within the limits of their legal powers, to en-
sure that their educational programmes are directed at all levels towards international peace and
security" (resolution 3 C/2. 514). The mandate no longer stipulated any time limit. It was reiter-
ated in a modified form by the General Conference at its fourth session (1949), when the Director-
General was instructed "to take steps towards the drafting of a convention under which...." (same
text as in 1948) (resolution 4 C/2. 513).

(1) These two articles concern the action to be taken by the United Nations in order to promote eco-
nomic and social development, the solution of international economic and social problems, inter-
national cultural and educational co-operation and universal respect for, and observance of, hu-
man rights.
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11. Between-its-first-and third session, the sovereign-bodrof Unesco and the Secretariat-had, in
fact, been able to iveigh all the difficulties_inherent in the-drafting orconventions in this field

and the term,"steps" 'expressed a realistic assessment of-the complexity of the task.

12. The first step taken to implement-thiS new mandate was to convene committee of-nine experts,
which met in November 1949, to draft a convention or-recommendation_concerning education

for international peace and security. The Committee unanimously agreed that "in present cireum-
'stances a recommendation; coupled withlpractical-suggestionS for action, could_-serve a usefuIpur-
pose"; HoWever, it was felt-that "at present a convention could not be-drafted, -since the necessary
similarityiln school prograinmes'dIdltot-exist-nor was-thegeneral-political atmosphere considered
such-that a convention-would:be-generally Stipported"c1). .At-the- close -of-discussions-which focused
upon the definition of education for international peace-and-security, the-Cominittee drafted a "Re-
commendation concerningthe-direction _of-school programmes towards international peace and se-
curity ", the text of-which is annexed 46-this document (Appendix 1). Byreason of4ts terms of refer-
ence and of thelittle,:time available to it, the Committee deliberatelnrestricted-the-scoPe of this
instrument to schoOl education, excluding higher-and'adult-education. It nevertheless decided that
"the-International-Universities' Bureau be asked to study the matter and if possible to place it on
the agenda- of -theinternational-Universitiest-Conference" whichswas-planned for December 1950(2).

13. Theriraft recommendation coinprises "guiding principles" relating.to the spirit of primary and
secondary-education; and "measures for-implementation"-concerning school-prograinmes; 'text-

liooka andteacher training. Having examined this`-doeument at'itt ;9th session,- the Executive =Board
of Unesco decided -to transmit it_to-the National-CommiSsiona "so -as to-enable-them to -give their
opinion on this-question which could then, -following this extensive-consultation, be the subject of
practical discussion at the General Conference" (19 EX/SR. 24; p. 9). This consultation in fact elic-
ited only ten replies, all of-thern,faVourable, from-governments and:National-Commissions. Dur-
ing the sixth session of the General Conference (1951), the draft recommendation was very briefly
examined. One delegate having-remarked "that it was releyant to all Unesco's work", the Pro-
gramMe-Commiision proposed thlt "it should be transferred to the geheral-resolutions"(3). How-
ever, the general- resolutions'adopted-during-this sixth session do not contain any explicit reference
to tile-draft recommendation.

Second stage (1960-1962)

14. Between 1951 and 1959, Unesco appears to have abandoned all intention to carry out normative
activities, in the proper sense of the term, in the field of education for international understand-

ing. In 1960, however, it-was invited to consider.the question by the United Nations General Assem-
bly which, having adopted at its fifteenth seasion a resolution on "Measures designed to promote
among youth the ideals.of peace, mutual respect- and understanding between peoples" (resolution
1572 (XV)), invited Unesco "to consider ways of intensifying international; national and voluntary ac-
tion in this field, including the possibility of formulating a draft of an international declaration set-
ting out the basic principles concerning the promotion among youth of the.ideals of peace, mutual

'respect and understanding between peoples, and to report on these considerations to the Economic
and Social Council, if possible at its 32nd-session ". The General' Conference, for its part, had in-
vited the Director-General-at its eleventIrsession.(1960) "to consider the mosteffective means of
contributing .. ; in the field of education, towards ensuring and developing international understand-
ing, and to report on this subject to the General Conference at its twelfth 'sesdion" (resolution
11 C/1.1531).

15. In order to fulfil these twin obligations, the Secretariat carried out in 1961 an extensive consul-
tation with Member States and National Commissions, intergovernmental and non-governmental

organizations, as well as with the United Nations and the other Specialized Agencies(4). The inquiry
focused on all the forms, both in and out of school, of education for international understanding and
in particular raised the question, of the advisability of drafting an International Declaration. It drew
replies from 24 governments or National Commissions, one regional intergovernmental organization,
42 non-governmental organizations and six organizations belonging to the United Nations system(5).
(1) Document 19 EX/12.
(2) Document UNESCO /ED /Corif. 10/SR's, 20 December 1949, Section IX.
(3) 6 C/Proceedings, IV-4, paragraphs 9-11.
(4) Document UNESCO/ED/IU/1, October 1961.
(5) The results of this inquiry are summarized in document ED/189, May 1962.
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Of these 73 replies, 39 concerned -the Declaration, and of these 39 statements 18 were positive
(eight governments or National Commissions, 10 non-governmental organizations) and 21 were neg-
ative (eight governments or National Commissions, 13 non-governmental organilations). It should-
be notes that the great majority of the replies of Member States - 13 out of 16 - were from so-called
developed countries and that the three replies from - developing- countries were in favour of the draft-
ing of a Declaration.

16. The replies in favour. adduced the following arguments: -the current situation called for vigor-
ous efforts to associate young people inthe achievement of theidealszin question;-these efforts

should bebased-on_principles_ which are-accepted-by all,peoples,and upheld by-the authority of the
United Nations and :of Unesco;-many countries, _organizationS and-individuals would welcome being
guided in their efforts by a declaration ofsTinciples adopted by the United Nations as a whole; such
a declaration.would-constitute a fitting complement to ,the- principles already set -forth in the Univer-
sal.Declaration of Human Rights (Article 26); it should be- possible to reach_an agreement ono text
enunciating-these principles, s.fice they-were already, to a certain extent, formulated or implicitly
applied in programthes of action _which enjoyed-wide support.

-17. The a-dversaries,_on the -other hand, pointed out that the - fundamental principleszhadalready
been promulgated in the Charter of-the United-Nations and in the Universal Declaration of Hu-

man Rights, that-it weepreferable to entrust the educators and- youth- movement- leaders, with the
care of putting these principles AntOipractice, that -the finalization of draft declarations which are
-acceptable to.-ali governinents-_wasl an arduous task-and, ;finally, that the-implementation-of effec-
tiVeprogrammes-of action by the and Specialized Agencies would have more real
effect than_anyzinternattonal declaration.

18. In brief, declarations_ of this kind a,:e, for some, -factors of progress while, for others, they
tend to substitute words for deeds.

19. Aside from questions.of standard-setting, the Secretariat's report-contained many practical
proposals, based on_the experience gained by goy, iment departments and 'non-governmental

organizations. Granted, the numbet' of Member States to take part in the Anitial inquiry was re-
latively small (24 in all), but their re lies were sufficiently substantial for the fact to be remarked
upon by all the bodies which examined the report. The procedure itself by which it was examined
was in fact highly complex. First, the Director-General transmitted the report to the Economic
andSocial Council and submitted it for examination to the Executive Board of Unesco. At its 61st
session (1962), the Board took note of.the report and requested the Acting Director-General to com-
municate-to the Economic and Social Council the summary record of the discussions to which this
document had given rise among its members (61 EX/Decisions, 4. 2. 3). At its thirty-fourth ses-
sion (July 1962), the EconOMic and-Social Cotincil noted with satisfaction the report submitted by
Uneseo rind transmitted it to.the United Nations General Assembly. In September 1962, the Exe-
cutive Board took note ot this transmission -and decided to draw the attention -of the-General Confer-
ence to the proposals contained in the proposed programme for 1963-1964 "designed to promote
among youth the ideals.of peace,. mutual respect and understanding between peoples" (62 EX/Deci-
sions, 4. 2. 2). At its twelfth session (November 1962), the General Conference took note of the
report submitted by the Director-General in accordance with resolution 1572 (XV) of the UnitedNa-
tions General Assembly, drew the attention of Member States to the "useful-ideas" set out in the
report for practical measures to be taken to further the expansion of educational programmes for
international understanding and recommended that the Director-General include in the agenda of the
international Conference Ica Youth, planned for 1964, "the question of measures designed to promote
among youth the ideals of peace, mutual respect and understanding between peoples (12 C/Resolu-
tions 1. 143). It was by carrying out this preparatory work of consultation and successive examina-
tion that Unesco was able to contribute to the drafting of the international declaration on the promo-
tion among youth of the ideals of peace, mutual respect and understanding between peoples, adopted
in 1965 by the United Nations General Assembly.

Joint action by-Unesco and the International Bureau of Education

20. Judging by these two ventures, Unesco, which has devised and adopted international instruments
in the field of education, was unable, or did not deem it expedient to extend its standard setting

activities to include the specific contribution that education must make to the development of inter-
national understanding and the maintenance of peace. However, the Organization carried out work,
jointly with the International Bureau of Education (IBE), which, if it was not designed, strictly
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speaking, to "set" standards, nevertheless urged-compliance with_certain norms,. via,_theinterna-
tional Conference on Public Education and,the -:-.--nmmendations addressed_by it to Ministries_ of
Edtidation. Some-of the recommendations which.ave been adopted' since-1948 specifically relate to
education for international understanding; defining its aints-ond-educationa.1 requirements; eafor ex-
aMple-those concerning "the development of international understanding -among young people and
teaching about -international organizations" (1940, and-"the teaching of-geography as a meansof de-
veloping international underitanding" (1949). Other recommendations-Which take this.-type_oreduca-
tiOn into account concern primary teacher training,,(1,953), -secondary teacher.training (1954)andthe
training of primary teacher training staffs (1957). Lastly, in-1968, thConference adopted at -its
XXXIst session a general RecomMendation concerning "education for internations.1,understandingas
an- integral part of ,the_curricultn and:life:of the.school",,-based on the honclusions ofra_survey, des-

. cribed_below, which-drew replies_ifrom-82-.Countries., This Recommend4ion is-a-sort-of charter gov-
erning education for international understaneng. It'sets-forth very_clearly_thc guiding.principles
thereof.. -It describes explicitly the-legislative and-admirdstrativelwo-fiSiOns-to-belaken- in order to
give-real effect to such_educationi.,in particular with regard to currictrialt examinations and-School
inspection. It contains,tubitantialtdirections concerning the Ways-and means of incorporating_it in
the-various courses-of study and activities, ii..primary-and.secondarg-schools; literature and- lan-
guages,- -mathematieS7and -sciences; biology, histOry.and-:geography, ciVio-and,Moral instruction,.
arts, -music, dance, ganies. Other artiCleS_concern appropriate-teaching- methods, co-curricular
and extra - curricular activities, teacherTpreparation, -researolvand-eiperimental_activities and in-
ternational relatiens-and:eichanges. -Ministries of-Education-are invited,to'ensure.that-educational
documentation centres, teachers! andparentsrassociations, both_national-and ;international, as well
as-the educational_Press,__ are _asiociated_ in.the implementation of-the- Recommendation. TheSe Min-
istries,_ and:otherccompetenVauthorities,. "are-invited-to examine forthwith.ithe:present-Redommen.
dation-in relation-to-the-de. juro-and de,factositiattiona and the-ethnic and-Oultural.cOnditions of their
respective_ countries, for the,purpose of impleinenting in a_creative.inanner its provisions where.they
are not 'yet in_force, andlo_adapt_them its,far as necessary to the various national- situations ".

Other instruments

21. It should, moreover, be noted that.certain international instruments adopted by the.drganiia-
tion assigngeneral responsibilities to the contracting parties in matters of education foOnter-

national understanding. For example, the States Partieato.the-Convention.againsi Discrimination
in-Education, adopted b,the General Conference-at=its-eleventh_sesSion (1960), agree that education
"shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all-nations, racial or religious groups,
and shall further the activities of the United Nations for,the;maintenance of-peace" and they "under-
take to take all necessary measures to ensure the application" of this principle (Article 5 of the Con-
vention). The Recommendation-which bears the same title, adopted in 1960, provides_that Member
States "should take all necessary measures" to ensure-the application of the same principle. Simi-
larly, one of the guiding principles underlying the Recommendation concerning the Status of Teach..
ers(,1) is that "education from -the earliest school years,should be directed to the inculcation of
deep respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms... The utmost importance should-be attached
to the -contribution to be-Made by education to peace and to underStanding, tolerance and friendship
among all nations and among-racial or religious grotips" (Section III, 3 of the Recommendation). The
same Recommendation proclaims that one of the- purposes of. teacher preparation programmes should
be to develop an "awareness of the principlei which uncierlie good human relations, within and across
national boundaries" (Section v; paragraph 19 of the Recommendation).

22. These texts are all identical in substance to that of the second paragraph of Article 26 (2) of the
Universal_Declaration of Human Rights, which sets out the'purposes of education as being to

promote understanding, tolerance and friendship. Unesco's standard_ setting activities in this field
are thus. based on the Declaration, but the relationship in fact works both ways fra- Unesco has con-
tributed, through its practical action, its studies and-surveys, to the drafting -of- international instru-.
ments which, stemming from the Declaration, clarify and strengthen it and are designed to ensure
its application. -In 1950, when the International Covenants on Human Rights; were being formulated,
the Unesco Secretariat was able to include the following conclusion in a report submitted to the Gen-
eral Conference on regulations concerning economic and social rights:. "From the foregoing account,
we come to the apparently paradoxical conclusion that one of the principles contained in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights which involve political repercussions - that assigning to education in
general the duty of promoting 'understanding, tolerance_and friendship among all nations,,racial and
(1) Recommendation adopted in 1960 by a Special Intergovernmental Conference
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religiou-s-groups' -iris apparently-been the first-to-reach'the stage of development at which iiis pos-
sible to contemplate the-drafting: when political-circumstances-are considered propitious - of a con-
vention proVping for its-observance, And laying-doWn the procedure-by -which it is to be implemented
byStatess-01. The International,Covenanton EconoMic, Social-and Cultural Rights, adopted by the
United Nationi General Assembly in 1966,, does in- fact confirm these objectives, and" the States Parties
"agree" that education must enable them 10 be attained (Article 13.1): This fundamental agreement
entails the-Obligatiowto nub mit' reports-on the measures,adopted and the-progress_made in achieving
observance-cif tjletright to education as itis-thus defined (Article-16).

23.- In addition to thele- major normative activities, ,the United-Nations t eneral Assembly and the
conferences-convened by it have-adopted Declarations-which make the objectives. thereof -more

explicit and call for' the supportof Statia, international 'institutions, -educatorsi,andyoungpeople. The
-Declaration concerning-youth (1965) has already beetrnie-ntioned.- 'The=Declaration of-the-Rights of
the,Child, adopted-in:1959, once=again,asserts that he Shall be-brciiightun in a-spirit of -understand",
'ing, tolei-ance, friendship among Peoples; =peace-and universal brotherhood"; More-recently; there
is-the-resolutionatiopted by the International Conference oil-Human-Rights (Tel Bran, 1968) on "Edo",
caticin'of youth-imthe_resPectlor=humanxights-and fundainentaFfreedonts"(2). Inter alia, it invites
Unesco "to deVelop-its programmelaimed,atmaking_children-aware, Irciin the time they start school,
of respect for the dignity=and rights of Matrand-atmaking:the-principles of -the,Universal Declaration
prevail -at ail leVelsoleducation, Particularly- itrinstitutions ".

24. The General_ Conference of Unesco, its part -soleinnly expressed its will to contribute more
effeetively.to%the 'development of. international-understanding:and_ the -maintenance of peace by

adopting at its-fourteenth session;- on_the-occasion of the twentieth-anniversary of -the--Orgtnization,
a Declaration of the-Principles of- International-Cultural_Co-operaticin (resolution'-14 'C/8.1) and a r-e-
solution on Unesco's, contribtition to_peate:(resolution-14:C/10). _Artfele-VII of the-Declaration stin-
ulates that--"in cultural-co-operation; stress ihall,br laid-on ideas and values-conducive tb the crea-
tion of a- climate of friendship and-peace. Any mark of- hostility in-attitudes and in.expression of
opinion shall be avoided", While Article X provides that "cultural co-operation shall be specially con-
cerned with the moral and intellectual education of youngipeonle in a spirit of friendship, international
understanding and peace...';

25. In-this way a code of' guiding-principles and moral and legal obligations has gradually been bmat
up which imbu-es and governs practical action in education in-accordance With the ideals of peace,

mutual-rcspect and understanding-between peoples.

H. DEFINITION AND CONTENT OF EDUCATION FOR INTERNATIONAL
UNDERSTANDING, CO=O??ERATION AND PEACE

26. Logically, this study shoiild have begun by defining the kind of education with which it deals.
But the very diversity of the activities - pursued by_Unesco.since 1947 shows that such eclucaton

cannot be-readily defined and is better served by convictions and acts of faith by pragmatic truths and
actions than by logical' measures. In the view of some,. its nature and forms are to b:.discovered by
practising it, in short, it can be put into practice but not into words. The many organizations which
have undertaken to promote it have endeavoured, each in its own way, to give a satisfactory definition
of it, but in the process they have introduced concepts such as "citizenship" or "ethics" whi(ill in them-
selves raise difficulties of interpretatit n.

27. The very designation of such education has prompted much discussion. The variotm terms used
by,Uresco to refer to it illustrate the trend of ideas and intentions during the pa,it 25' year-S.

The Preparatory Commission of Unesco proposed calling it "education for peabe and security"(3).
it was natural that in 1946 attention should be focused on these two objectives, and-the founders of
Unesco took as their model in this respect the Charter of the United Nations, the primary purposes
of which are "to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war" and to unite our strength to
maintain international peace and security"(4). At its very !irk session, however, the General Con-
ference replaced these terms by the expression "education for international understanding", thereby

(1) bocument 5C/PRG/17 May 1950-
(2) Cf. Final Act of the International Conference on Human Rights, New York, United Nations,

1968; resolution XX, p. 16.
(3) Preparatory CommissionoiUnesco, Report on the Programme of Unesco, Paris 1946, pp. 33-39.
(4) Charter of the United Nations, Preamble.
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transposing a concept of a political character - the safeguarding of,peace - into language which cor-
responds better to the =requirements of ethitation. This new direct on was clarified in the report on
activities which the Director- General submitted to the General:Conferende at its seventh session:

"This early formula was intended to mean something, more-than good feeling between nations:
it covered the individual's sense of loyalty towards his own country and towards the human commu-
nity, his consciousness of belonging to one vast family; his confidence in the international institutions

Which maintain and extend union and peace among all-the peoples of the world"(1). In 1950, the ex-
pression "education for world citizenship'occurred in Urteseo's_baSic Programme(2); and was re-
tained by the General_ConferenSe in the programme which it adopted in 00 _for the following bien-

put the emergence of this concept, no less political and legal than it was social and educational,
"might betaken to imply direct ... allegiance to some sovereign power ,Other than that of the exist-
ing States", whereas the aim was "to help to train'people who, faithful to their duty, towards., their own
coiniti;y, Lviotild/ for that very reaOn'be faithful. o the-international; obligations undertaken by that
country"(3). Various reactions demonstrated the reality of "thiS risk and prompted ,the -Director-.
General to pro'pbSe, in 1962, the title' " -Education. for living.in a:WOrld:Corninuriity"(4), but only the
English version of this expression was used in the programme for 1953-1954. In 1954, the expert
committee-to, study the principles and,rnethods,of education for living;in a world community strongly
urged that this title be replaced,by "Education for International end -Co- operation ",
which -is to be found,in the programme-allopted by the General-.Conferenceat its eighth session.

28.. Unesco was thus reviving; for reasons both politicaiand educational,, concepts which were closer
to the realities. of education, The novelty. of this ,designatiorris that it allies knowledge and

feelings (understanding),to action (co-operation). Soon,, however, prompted,by a trend towards sim-
plification,, Unesco;returnedAo the_formula "education-for international underStanding". Finally, in
1966, in thesection of the,programme devoted_to youth activities, the.General Conference endorsed
,the alms of ;he Declaration, on Youth wnich the United Nations General,Atsernbly_had adopted the pre-
vious year15) and, in 1968, it included in the:programme for 1969:1970 the formula "Education for
international understanding, co-operation and peace"(6).

29. To be sure, such fluctuations are to a certain extent fortuitous. Nevertheless, they illustrate
the diversity of the concerns which actuate or stir men when they undertake,to construct "in

the minds of men" ,the "defences of peace".

30. Accordingly, Unesco 'has.several. times felt-the need to.givea_ciearer ,focus to Atte objectives
which it proposes to assign to education. True, an eminently explicit document, the Univer-

sal Declaration of Human Rights, has since 1948 governed all action - carried out by Unesco with a
view to_attaining these objectives, whatever the terms_in whibh they were couched: "Education shall
be directed to-the full development of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship
al:ong all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations
for the maintenance of peace" (Article 26 (2)). The text of the International Covenanton Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights, adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in-1966, is more ex-
plicit still: "The States Parties to the present Covenant agree that education shall be directedto the
full development of the huinan personality and the sense of its dignity, and shall strengthen the re-
spect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. They further agree that education shall enable
all persons to participate effectively in a free society, promote understanding, tolerance and friend-
ship, among all nations and all racial, ethnic or religious groups, and further the activities of the
United Nations for the maintenance of peace" (Article 13). Thus the foundations of peace- concepts
and codes of behaviour - which education must establish in the personality of each human being, be-
come apparent.

31. These concepts and codes of behaviour are many, various and complex. And Unesco has grad-
ually increased their diversity, in the relevant resolutions adopted by the General Conference:

the education of children of pre-school age and of children in primary schools must be improved
(1) Document 7 C/3, October 1952, p.211.
(2) Basic Programme adopted by the General Conference at its fifth session.
(3) Document 7 C/3, Ibid.
(4) The activities report for 1952 contains, under this heading, a comprehensive study of all Unesco's

activities relating thereto. See document 7 C/3, pp. 211-245.
(5) Declaration on the promotion among youth of the ideals of peace, mutual respect and under-

standing between,peoples, resolution 1965 (XVIII).
(6) Resolution 15 C/1.271.
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"with a view to a training based on the respect of humarodignity and aiming at developing the sense
of the intellectual and moral solidarity of mankind" (resolution 6 C/1. 313, 1951). Member States
are invited to "introduce into all elementary and secondary schools education for citizenship both
from the national and international standpoints (6 C/1. 321). Teaching about the United Nations must
stress "the twin principles of collective security and mutual assistance in social welfare as the in-
separable conditions for maintaining peace" (6 C /1. 322). Education must be hasecTOPThe principle
oHolerance, the spirit orstriceobjectivitY" (11 C/1.1531, 19'60). Under the heading "Education for
international understanding", theGeneralCorferenae expressed the belief at its twelfth session (1962)
"that the full flowering-of abilities and talents, and of the highest moral qualities, in free men, in
whom iateUectual achievement, moral integrity and physical perfection are harmoniously blended,
is a basic factor in-the developnient of'societies" (12 C/1.143). In 1968, the General Conference'
stressed the "rOle ofedubatton in promoting peace and combating the harmful 'effects of colonialism
and racialism" (15 C/1. 271). Finally, in 1970, it linked "education of youth for internationalunderz
standing" with their "effective participation in the achievement of the objectives of peace of the-Or-
ganization" (resolutibn'16C/8 II. 13'(ii) on Uriesco's contribUtiOn to peace).

32. HoweverkStrong may be the tendency to act without-defining, in afield in which concepts and
take-ciri the appearance-of r'hatural 'truth's" the nee:11°r -definitiong was early felt. In the

past 25 yearS, .Orgaris of-Unesco,international conferences and expert.groups have tried to satisfy
this need.. Three espeCialty- significant-teicts-will be found in annex (Appendix 2). The first was pro-
duced by -a working party which tne-Exeeutive Board of Unesco eilnointed in 1952' to formulate a defi-

or-rather a-ccherent.set of objectives, which the Orgaidz,...tipti and;ita members might take as
aAnbdel in their educational work. The seconcids to be fotind,_ under the heading "Guiding principles
relating to education for,internatio-rialnnderstariding", in Recoinmendation No. 64 which the Interne-
tiOnal Conference on Public Edubation submitted at its XXXISt session (1968) to Ministries of Educe-
tioti(1). The third was drafted in 1970 by the expert meeting on."Education for international under-
standing and peace,. with special reference to moral and civic education".

33. All three are relatively lengthy, and all three set forth in various guises several identical or
kindred concepts, overlapping to a great extent. A comparative analysis, however, reveals

that the basic ideas and concerns have .developed considerably in twenty years. The first document.
(1952), highly intellectual in its approach, lays stress on the understanding of sets of ideas and facts,
such as the reasons underlying the diversity of ways of life, the interdependence of nations, the con-
stitution of a common heritage for all mankind, and the international organization of the world. Ques-
tions of "conduce' occur only atthe end, in the guise of the "development of healthy social attitudes
in children so as to lay the foundations of improved international understanding and co-operation".
The affective elements (attitudes, impressions, feelings) are more apparent in the second document
(1968) which, moreover, attaches great importance to both ethical and political considerations (re-
spect and observance of human rights, the sense of human dignity "which combats all domination by
man of his fellow=beings", demonstration of the harmful effects of colonialiam, neo-colonialism,
racialism, apartheid, slavery and all forms of aggression). The third document (1970) establishes
a sort of equilibrium between the cognitive and affective elements, but stresses the latter: ability to
comprehend the complexity of huinan relationships, a feeling of oneness with Itumanity; the aim is to
instil "a certain conception of the world" and to shape "habits of thought and behaviour which will fur-
ther the achievement of a peaceful world order".

34. The word "behaviour" is significant. It is rarely to be found in the pamphlets-and documents
published by Unesco between 1949 and,1970. It calls to mind the whole psychological basis of

education in its bearing upon, on the one hand, aggression and violence in their various guises - in
particular, war - and, on the other, upon humantrelations - particularly peaceful inter-group rela-
tions - understanding, tolerance and co-operation. A statement made by the Director-General to
the General Conference at its sixteenth session concerning Unesco's contribution to peace betokens
the magnitude and the seriousness of the problem: "The first /element of this contribution/ is the
promotion of a type of education which serves to reduce, overcome or sublimate the physiological
and psychological factors that prompt men to violence and the use of force in their dealings with oth-
ers. A systematic reform of education to this end would, assuredly, be a long-term undertaking,
but it is an essential one, which has its place at the very core of Unesco's programme"(2). The
physio-psychological concepts and factors underlying this statement are today familiar enough, but
few are still the educators who take account of them or who even recognize them to be applicable to
education.
(1) See above, paragraph 20.
(2) Taken from a speech made on 13 October 1970, before the opening of the general discussions

on the Organization's activities and programme.
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35. In brief, it may be said that an educational system,is directed towards peaceful co-operation
in so far as it enables each child and' adolescent to attain the "full flowering" of his personality-

including the 'affirmation of self - and social and moral independence in freedom and security. This
is the primary condition for exercise of the "responsibilities of freedom" which the Constitution of
Unesco assigns as the chief purpose of education. Conversely, any educational practice which entails
or engenders fear, a persistent sense of guilt and, hence, insecurity, ipso facto hampers the normal

,development of thepersonality, gives rise to deviations such as the will to dominate taking the place
of the affirmation of self, the spirit of "rebellion without cause" and pasiive conformism. These, it
is patent, are mainsprings of violence and war. During the firstinternational seminar held by Unesco
to study education for international understanding (Sevres, 1947), a psychologist enunciated a number
of basic facts in terms whiclyare worth recalling,here(1): "The degree of failure of many modern
societies to reach this point Lthe uneasy equilibrium between social demands and individual psycho-
logieal needs, and the secure achievement: of moral autonomy-by- the individual/ may be-to a signifi-
cant extent related to the degree to which the normal maturation of the self-asSertive needs of indi-
viduals is crippled or interfered with by those,,societies at,various stages of its- development in their
children". These, inhibitions -or impediments, seVoff, a process. of "projection" whereby a;person or
a group ,(adolescents, adults), tends to attribute-to othersAts bwn aggressive intentions ,or impulses
which it.desires to disown. This "projection" always involves an element of hostility towards some
scapegoat (ethnic group, or foreign:nation)-and,bEjustifidation, in the name: of-a,inoralityclaimed to-
be "higher". It is indeed, alear,that-theSe psychological factora apply to edticationjn,toto, the ef*
facts of which can be positive or negative, whether it be directed-To the "full development of, the km.;
man personality" or toqoromoting "understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial
or religious groups". These two objectives, whiCh are juxtaposed in the Universal Declaration of
Human'Rights, are in fact one and indissoluble, so much so indeed that all educational action which
takes account of the psychological truth's outlined above is ipso facto directed simultaneously to both.

36. The psychological bases of ,education for international understanding and peace foreshadow its
moral_ content. It is patently clear that such education is based ,on ethical as much as.on pont-

ical principles. In this connexion, it is enough to quote the fundamental concepts or principles em-
bodied in Unesco's Constitution which-both prompt and govern its action in this field: human dignity;
mutual respect of men, intellectual and moral solidarity of mankind. More generally,- moral edu-
cation as an essential element of an education directed to international-understanding, hag' for some
ten years now occupied an increasint.'y important place in Unesco's programmes. In 1962, the terms
"moral qualities in free Men" and "r--eral integrity" occur in a resolution alongside "intellectual
achievement" and "physical perfection" (resolution 12 C /1. 143). The programme approved by the
General Conference at its fourteenth session (1966) for 1967-1968 included the organization of a world
conference on "the contribution of moral and civic training to education in the spirit of peace under-
standing and respect between peoples". A working party to consider its preparation (December 1967)
stated that the conference "shbuld proceed from an assumption that moral and civic education must
have an international dimension consistent with the principles and, norms established in relevant
United Nations and Unesco instruments, declarations and resolutions" and should "survey the aims,
contents and methods" of such education "in.differentcultural_settings",and consider "the relative
effectiveness of different approaches"(2). The conference was, in fact, replaced bya meeting of ex-
perts on education for international understanding and peace, with special reference to moral and
civic education (August 1970), the conclusions of which bear primarily on the methods of moral edu-
cation and appear to take for granted a universal agreement on the purposes and tenor of the morality
which must become an integral part of the human personality(3).

37. This, however, is the crux of the problem, which we have hitherto taken io be solved. What
ethic should, in fact, be propagated in order to further peaceful relations between groups and

nations and respect of human rights and fundamental freedoms? And what at bottom is moral educa-
tion? Its advocates themselves tend to refrain from answering this question, either because they
think it an idle one, or because it disturbs them. It cannot, however, be evaded, since it is under-
stood that education for international understanding must be founded on a moral code. Firstly, it is
(1) Extracts from a lecture by Dr. Henry V. Dicks on "Personality development in relation to In-

ternational Understanding"; document Sem. Sec. 11/3, August 1947 (out of print).
(2) Report of the working party of experts to the Director-General of Unesco, document ED/ CS/144/ 4,

January 1968, paragraph 8.
(3) See the report of the meeting of experts, document ED/MD/17, November 1970.
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clear to all that moral attitudes, the fundamental concepts of good and evil, vary and even differ or
conflict in today's context from one cultural or ideological climate to another. Where "values" are
concerned, what is held to be uprightness and justice in one place is deemed intolerance or disloyalty
in another. The values most commonly invoked in a spirit of understanding and peace - fraternity,
fellow feeling - may equally well be called into play in periods of critical tension between groups or
among nations, and even in the preparations for and the conduct of war.

38. Moreover, under the generic terms "ethics" and "moral education", aspects and phases which
it is important to keep distinct are readily grouped together and confused. A distinction should

'3e drawn between what pertains to the usages and customs of a people or of a society, to the rules of
behaviour imposed by some authority and observed in subjection in fear of punishment, to spontaneous
and sporadic impulses and drives and, lastly, to principles that are rationally conceived, freely ac-
cepted, consciously, voluntarily and constantly applied. The following stages have been distinguished
in 'moral education: pre-moral stage: the-child applies imposed rules of behaviour in order to avoid
punishment or i`c) obtain rewards; conventional Morality: the "good" child obeys rules established by
authority in order to evade reproved, blame or feeling of guilt; morality -based on principles that have
become an integral part of the'personality; Such morality wears a contractual-aspect, and tends to,
avoi&the violation,of others, rights, or ialbased`on.individual'"conscieficer human beings apply its
principles in order not to bebompelled to condeninlhemselves. When these principles are themselves
subordinated to Atte neetL or desire; to understand ,arid Serve, others, morality becomes a positive force
which preimils upon defensiVe conSiderations(1).

39.- These observations, summary as are bound to be, suffice to indicate the importance that
must be attached tb moral education, as the.basis otall educational action directed to promot-

ing understanding between peoples and the maintenance Of peace. They also betoken the nature and
magnitude of the problems which, being inherent to.moral education per se, affect the role played by
it achieving the objee-tive assigned to education as -a whole. .

40. Finally, since conceptions and applications of morality vary, what moral code should we take
as our, criterion? The reply is simple, but of immense significance: there is onlyone code

that is universally valid and acceptable, that which informs the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. The prime purpose of this'Declaration is to establish a system of legal protection for the
individual it is essential ... that human, rights should be protected by the rifle of law", as it
stated in the Preamble), but recognition of these rights is held to be "the foundation of freedom, jus-
tice and peace in the world". A signal- feature. of. the. Declaration is that, though all the negative pro-
visions concern the protection Of the individual ("no one shall be held in slavery ... ", "no one shall
be subjected to arbitrary arrest ...", etc. ), the positive provisions, by contrast generally bear upon
the right to association, group life (family, trade unions, community), relations between groups (ra-
cial, religious), participation in public affairs, national and international measures, in short, "human
relations" and co-operation. In this edifice the full application of everyone'S rights and the accom-
plishment of the corollary duties are presented as being the sine qua non of an international order -
an order which in return constitutes a parantee of the effective observance of everyone's rights.
Now, this edifice is founded on concepts and values which, in the aggregate, form or adumbrate an
ethic: human dignity, equality, security and, above all, freedom - this latter term occurring over
twenty times in the Declaration. These then are the values which must be given concrete expression
in moral education. It will be noted that the terms which occur in the Declaration, in particular
security and freedom are precisely those which psychologists stress when referring to the matura-
tion of the personality.

1

41. Again, the Declaration can be likened to the tables of a moral law comprising clear, concrete
and categorical imperatives and prohibitions. This law is one and indivisible. There can be

no question of selecting certain elements, disregarding or discarding others on political, social or
eveneducational grounds. By way of example, in moral education which is rooted in the Declaration,
Article 4 proscribing slavery and servitude - which is readily chosen as a topic of study - cannot be
divorced from Article 5, which states that "No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment" - nor can the right to work be dissociated from the right "with-
out any discrimination" to equal pay for equal work ( Article 23). True, the Declaration is proclaimed
"as a common standard of achievement for all peopi".s and all nations ... by progressive measures, na-
tional and international", and educators must, to be sure, guide those for whom they have responsi-
bility to-assess lucidly the gulf between present reality and the ideal, to understand how and why the

(1) Cf. Kohlberg, L. The development of children's orientations toward moral order, quoted by
Wilson, J. Norman, W. and Sugarman, B. , in Introduction to moral education, Penguin Books, 1967.
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rights of men and women are nowhere fully applied and to work out what progress can be achieved by
-studying what has already been accomplished. It is none the less true that all' education must at all
times be devised on'the-assumption that human rights can be effectively applied in the coming gener-
ation, and this "realistic idealism" is applicable at all levels and to all forms of education - whether
moral education be imparted directly "in specific lessons or courses of study" or whether it be con-
sidered-to be more "the function of-the-school as a whole rather than a curricular subject"(1). Edu-
cation which is devised in a spirit of peace must be constantly directed to satisfying the needs of the
strict and precise ethic which is expressed in'the Declaration.

42. Such are the psychological and moral considerations on which should be based the examination
of the more familiar, more-strictly pedagogical aspects of education for international under-

standing and peace, namely, those series of study courses and activities, those complexes of know-
ledge and abilities which, whether merely juxtaposed or truly integrated, make up the educational
programmes at the various levels, both in and out of school. The contributions made by the various
disciplines or programme contents have been,briefly desCribed in the first section of this document,
as 'themes- of study and action during the past 25'years. The conclusions of numerous international
anci_regionalconferences, -the proceedings of meetings olexperts and-seininars, the experiments
carried'out the "associated schools" all'ShoW that these contributions-Cannot be divorced from one
another and-fornv-interdisciplinary, gronpings, such:as studies and study Courses coneerning the Uni-
ted NatiOns, huinan,rights, the mutual-appreciation, of"Eastern and WeStern culturalvalues. Educa-
tion'for internatfonal-undersanding is, therefore, lit itself a 'factor of programme integration. More-
over, in the light of the foregoing-remarks on the-pSyChologicarbases of such-education and on the
ethical values informing human.rights, certain criteria can be formulated-for defining these various
contributions and assessing their value. As a rule, they should all include both intellectual elements
(knowledge, concepts) and affective elements (attitudes, feelings, behaviour) and they should-contri-
bute directly or indirectly, in a tangible way, to thepractice of co-operation between members of the
same group (e. g. a school community), between groups within a-single nation and between nations.
However, as they are closely interlinked, those that do,not.fully meet these criteria nevertheless
serve to uphold those that do.

III. PRESENT POSITION IN MEMBER STATES

43. It canbe claimed today that all Member. States of Unesco accept, in principle, the aims assigned
to'education under the terms of the Constitution of Unesco and the Universal Declaration of Hu-

man Rights. Most of them`have approved the resolutions and recommendations - or have supported
declarations - adopted by international gatherings and conferences or meetings of experts in order
to confirm the detailed interpretation of such aims. Action by a great many 11b11- governmental orga-
nizations demonstrates the extensive endorsement or support of educationists and the pressure or
sympathy of public opinion. Althorgh it is obvious that there is still a wide gap between aims and the
actual educational situation, it can at least be said that it, is becoming narrower, that there is an in-
creasing sense of awareness among the public authorities and educationists, and that marked pro-
gress has been achieved, particularly during the last ten years.

44. The participation of the public authorities in two surveys is evidence in itself of the growing
importance that they attach to education for international understanding. When, in 1961, the

Secretariat consulted Member States on this subject - following the instructions that they themselves
had given at the eleventh session of the General Conference - 24 governments or National Commis-
sions replied to this survey(2). In 1967, the ministries or authorities responsible for education in
82 countries contributed to the comparative study carried out by the International Bureau of Educa-
tion on education for "international understanding as an integral part of the school curriculum"(3).
This study deserves close attention, for the facts it sets out point both to general agreement on tar :.0
gets and to a wide diversity in ways and means - and in achievements.

45. In so far as official provisions are concerned, the Constitutions of 30 of these 82 countries ex-
press a firm desire for peaceful co-operation among the nations, strong support for the prin-

ciples of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and thus, either explicitly or implicitly, bind
(1) Report of the meeting of experts on education for international understanding and peace, with

special reference to moral and civic education, August 1970; document ED/MD/17, paragraph16.,
(2) See paragraph 15 above.
(3) See paragraph 20 above.
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education to this path of action. In 37 countries laws and decrees concerning educational organiza-
tion and curricula include 'specific provisions on such lines. Teaching staff in some ten countries
are, moreover, guided by appropriate instructions-of a practical kind. These texts illustrate the
variety of sources from which justification for education aimed at respect for human rights, co-
operation and peace is drawn. Some examples of these are: national greatness and human solidarity,
international solidarity in independence and justice, total respect for the dignity of peoples and
nations, understanding between different races and nations, participation in the progress of world
civilization, participation in the common activities of mankind in a spirit of freedom and peace, help
for nations struggling to liberate themselves from iMperialism and the forces of colonialism or neo-
colonialism, application of socialist ethics and principles, application of moral and spiritual values
deriving from religion. The statement of guiding principles and motivesjs, in fact, seldom the same
from one country,to another - but the convergence of these various paths towards the ultimate goal
of peace reflects a common firmness of purpose.

46. The place assigned to international understanding in curricula was the subject of 78 replies,
the largest number of which (76) refer to the introduction to major world issues, the function-

ing and work of the international institutions. These focal points of interest and, more generally, all
education or training in international. affairs, are associated in the majority of cases with the history-
geography-pivics. triad or "social `studies," (in about 60 countries); then come, in order of frecino.ncy,
religion and ethics (24-countries), philosophy and literature (21-countries), social sciences (20 coun-
tries), modern languages (19 countries), science and mathematics (12 countries), mother tongue (10
countries),, fine arts and music (7 countries), politics and law (6 countries), economics (4 countries),
domestic economy and family education (3-countries). This order reflects an intellectualist - or what
May be termed traditional - conception of education for, international understanding in primary and
secondary schools which is often found to be restricted to the "most appropriate subjects" (history,
geography, civics) . The relatively scanty number of replies concerning languages is worth noting.
Considering the progress of linguistic studies and learning methods, this is a paradoxical situation.

47. In some 60 countries, international education and training is a continuous action throughout the
whole period of primary and secondary schooling. But only 3 countries report that pre-school

education "provides a particularly suitable opportunity for developing an attitude favourable to inter-
national understanding".

48. The majority of replies (73) stress the out-of-school contribution to education for international
understanding during primary and secondary schooling; family. influence and effective collabo-

ration between familyand school (59 countries); collaboration between the school and out-of-school
organizations (over 30 countries); role and action of different national and international youth organi-
zations (some 40 countries).

49. Seventy -seven replies referred to the very varied range of methods and means in connexion with
formal studies (textbooks, audio-visual aids) and extra-curricula activities (exchange of corres-

pondence, exchanges of pupils and, teachers, artistic, cultural or sports events, etc. ). In some forty
countries, systems of official control, selection or advice aim at eliminating anything in textbooks
and audio-visual aids that might have a deleterious effect on understanding and good international re-
lations; some 10 countries, on the other hand, state that no supervision of textbooks is provided for
or is necessary. About 30 countries take part in multilateral programmes for the revision or im-
provement of school textbooks (history, geography).

_ _

50. Replies relating to fundamental or applied research on the various aspects of education for in-
ternational understanding are fairly numerous (57) but lacking in substance. Research is con-

cerned mainly with the teaching of history and civics, occasionally with attitudes towards other peo-
ples, or with social betoviour and human rights (20 countries). Only half-a-dozen countries give a
positive reply to a question concerning the use made in education of psychological research with re-
gard to the "aggressive instint,+" in children. According to the majority of replies (47), the aggres-
sive instinct is sublimated, canaliz.,:d or "stemmed" by intellectual emulation, games, competitive
sports, artistic, cultural or social, activities. One report states that action taken at school with a
view to sublimating the aggressive instinct "has more to do with general knowledge and experience
than with psychological research". An)ther reply states that "there is no need" to sublimate it.

51. The training of teachers is mentioned in 74 replies, which give a summary account either of
courses or activities specially designed to foster the spirit of international understanding and

peace among teaching staff, or of a general line of approach throughout the whole course of training.
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Replies are, in general, not very precise. Specific training is linked, in a number of them, to courses
in civics or ethics. In most cases it consists of a "conducive atmosphere", a "spirit" of mutual un-
derstanding and peace, sometimes linked with religion (3 countries), social ideology (2 countries) or
"professional ethics". Two replies refer to the methodical action taken in "associated" teacher-
training schools, with the assistance of Unesco experts. A single reply refers to the organization
of study tours abroad for future teachers. The application of psychological research to training
practices is mentioned in only one reply.

52. Fifty-eight countries refer to various kinds of obstacles to education for international under-
standing. In almost half these cases (28) the main obstacle is the lack of means (teaching ma-

terial) and of funds. Language obstacles, particularly the lack of documentation in national languages,
is mentioned in 6 replies. Then come the psychological difficulties inherent in the complex nature
of this education (5 replies), pupils' apathy and lack of motivation (2), insufficient training of tea-
chers (3) or their negative attitude (3), unfavourable influence of family surroundings (2), contrary
influence of the mass media such as radio and television (1), insufficient exchanges of,pupils and
teachers (4), overloading of the syllabus (2), difficulties inherent in the transformation of the edu-
cational system in a developing country (1), inadequate research (3), present state of political re-
lations (3) and the "shilly-shallying" of the United Nations, slowness of efforts towards peace or
violations of agreements or conventions drawn up under the United Nations' auspices. One country
states that secondary'schools are a breeding ground for racial and national prejudice. Nine coun-
tries (including 2 or 3 developing countries) state that education for international understanding pres-
ents no difficulty.

53. Such is the picture that emerges, in regard to primary and secondary education, from the 1968
survey. It is a realistic picture that hides neither the shortcomings and difficulties nor the hesi-

tations and doubts. But it focuses attention on the_need - widely felt and expressed - for the unrelent-
ing development of education "to promote the ideals of peace, understanding and respect among peo-
ples". It is this need that led the International Conference on Public Education to the unanimous
adoption of the Recommendation described in paragraph 20 above.

54. In regard to such education within the context of higher studies or out-of-school activities, all
that can be quoted are the replies to the general survey conducted by the Secretariat in1961 (see

paragraphs 15-19 above). The majority of replies (42) came from non-governmental organizations,
and relatively few (24) from government authorities or National Commissions. The summary report
submitted to the Economic and Social Council in 1962 and to the General Conference of Unesco at its
twelfth bession (1962) is a collection of aspirations and suggestions rather than a picture of the real
situation in the countries concerned. It deals, inter alia, with the rOle of the universities, local or-
ganizations, youth clubs, movements and organizations and the mass media(1).

55. To sum up, Unesco possesses information - which, if not complete, is at least extensive andre-
cent - concerning school education for international understanding and peace, but we have to note

the absence of data concerning the practice of this education in higher education institutions and among
young people and adults in everyday life.

IV. FEASIBILITY AND ADVISABILITY OF FORMULATING NEW STANDARDS

56. The preceding sections of this study all point to a positive conclusion: new standard-setting ac-
tion is feasible and timely in regard to education for international understanding and peaceful

co-operation.

57. It is feasible: in the first place, the impulsion that Unesco has given to this education during
the last 25 years - conducting or fostering studies and surveys, organizing or assisting expert

meetings, training courses for educationists and international conferences and gatherings, promoting
practical experiments both within and out of school - provides ample justification and support for such
an undertaking (cf. Section I. (A)). This action no doubt seems bewildering in its diversity, but the
parts of the pattern are closely linked and interdependent. Unesco has, while carrying out this action,
accumulated a mass of ideas, proposals, practical suggestions and information which can be extended -
and given more detailed treatment in certain instances - but which can undoubtedly serve as the basis

(1) Cf. document ED/189, May 1962, already quoted; paragraphs 220-231, 264-329.
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for the gradual establishment of international instruments. Everything has, in fact, been stated over
and over again in a variety of ways about education for international understanding.

58. In the second place, the Organization has, from the outset, declared its willinghess to fulfil its
standard-setting rOle in this sphere. Its action has been carried out in a variety of forms. but

continuously. It has stimulated or supported, partnered or extended action by the United Nations and
many intergovernmental or non-governmental organizations (cf. Section I. B. ). Here again, there
is an obvious convergence of design; a whole set of more coherent and specific operations can be
built upon the existing basis; the state of readiness seems to have been achieved.

59. The implementation of education for international understanding and peace in the different coun-
tries reflects, notwithstanding its shortcomings and gaps, a sufficiently purposeful movement

towards progress to ensure that any standard-setting action is consonant with the real facts of the
situation (cf. Section "Present position in Member States").

60. It is opportune: here we come'to the question whether the present political and social situation
is propitious for such an undertaking. In fact it is neither more favourable nor less favourable

thatrat any time during the last 25 years and'in all sincerity we may ask, whether anything is to be
gained by waiting until the situation can be,regarded as completely so. At all events, the need for
standard-setting action with a4reshand dynamic approach is Zelt everywhere and has been expressed
with growing conviction in-resolutions adopted by the General Conference at its last three sessions.

Form to be taken by new standard-setting action

61. It remains to be decided.what.would be the most appropriate form for such norms to take. It is
for the General Conference to take such a decision, as stated in Article IV, paragraph 4 of the

Constitution, and Article 6 of the Rules of Procedure concerning Recommendations to Member States
and International Conventions covered by the terms of Article IV, paragraph 4, of the Constitution.

62. Under the terms of the first of these provisions, the General Conference shall, in adopting pro-
posals for submission to Member States, distinguish between recommendations and international

conventions submitted for their approval. While the purpose of international conventions is to estab-
lish regulations that are binding on States which have ratified such conventions recommendations are
defined, in the Rules of-Procedure referred to above, as instruments "in which the General Confer-
ence formulates principles and norms for the international regulation of any particular question and
invites Member States to take whatever legislative or other steps may be required - in conformity
with the constitutional practice of each State and the nature of the question under consideration - to
apply the principles and norm's aforesaid within their respective territories".

63. A third possibility, of which the General Conference has availed itself in the past(1), is the adop-
tion of a "Declaration" which is to a certain extent (although no official definition has been given)

an instrument that is, perhaps, more categorical and formal than a recommendation but which is not
subject to the procedure required under the Constitution and the "dies of Procedure for the adoption
of a recommendation and its subsequent implementation.

64. The General Conference may wish to consider whether, in view of the existing discrepancies
among educational systems and constitutiona) practices in each State, a recommendation or a

declaration would not represent a more suitable instrument than a convention for the formulation of
the principles and norms to be applied to education for international understanding.

65. Whether the selected instrument is a recommendation or a declaration, its scope is appreciably
the same in both cases.

66. Should this instrument cover only school and higher education or education in its entirety? At
first sight it would seem appropriate or even expedient to restrict its scope to school and uni-

versity education since our information here is fuller and such education lends itself more readily
to the adoption of norms. But every day it is becoming increasingly difficult and less justifiable to
make a distinction between methods and means of out-of-school education and information and what
is being provided in schools. This distinction is gradually fading when viewed against the background
of life-long education. In the view of some, it is today "unacceptable" within the special context of
education for international understanding. All things considered, an instrument embracing every
form of education would have as such an integrating value and would be, hence, a force for progress.

(1) Declaration of the principles of International Cultural Co-operation adopted by the General Con-
ference at its fourteenth session.
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67. It would certainly not be an instrument expressing pious hopes or merely reiterating previously
defined aims. It would have to spell out these aims, particularly those assigned to education in

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, entering into their substance and specifying the conditions
and methods of education for international understanding and peace. The instrument should, there-
fore, deal with the psychological bases of this education, with instruction in ethics and civics, the
contributions of the various disciplines or subjects, the production and dissemination of the neces-
sary means and aids, the preparation and further training of teaching staff. It should stress the
need and the resolve to intensify efforts where action is still weak and hesitant, particularly at the
two extreme' points of formal education - pre-school education and higher studies - and in the fallow
ground of out-of-class or post-schodl activities. Lastly, it should aim at giving a fresh stimulus to
pure and applied research: psychological research into behaviour and the forming of mental attitudes,
pedagogical research, applications of research concerning peace (cf. Section 3).

68. In addition, the-instrument should lay down the principle of co-operation among the different
countries in the very action they are taking or propose to take in order to guide education to-

wards peaceful co-operation in all sectors. Co-operation of this kind could be deMonstrated, in
particular by the exchange of information, measures likely to facilitate the international circulation
of educationists and educational materials, the use of the mass communication media in spreading
knowledge about educational,action and winning support for it. The.instrument should, of course,
allude to the Declaration of the Principles of International Cultural Co-operation, to existing agree-
ments on the Importation of Educational, Scientific and Cultural Materials and for Facilitating the
International Circulation of Visual and Auditory Materials of an Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Character Sand, eventually, to the Declaration on the use of space communication for the free flow
of information, the spread of education and greater cultural exchange.

69. Lastly, the instrument might set out some principles and criteria governing protection against
instruction or information likely to result in misunderstanding, mistrust, scorn or hatred to-

wards different social, racial or religious groups (or) as between different peoples. These criteria
should be formulated in such a way that they can be subsequently set out in clear detail in bilateral
or multilateral agreeMents or arrangements.

70. Although here we may be going somewhat beyond the scope of the present study this instrument
Might also constitute the first,step in a series of specific measures. As a start it would be

quite feasible to draw up - taking into account attempts made before the war and more recently - a
model procedure for the reciprocal study and revision of educational material so as deliberately to
include in it matter that fosters understanding and co-operation among two or more nations, while
all harmful or dubious elements would be excluded. Up to now textbooks have been the main subject
of this scrutiny. But clearly a model procedure which could be applied to visual and auditory aids
as well as to textbooks is called for. Everything leads us to believe that Unesco possesses the nec-
essary data and can mobilize the expertassistatiFe required for the successful conduct of this standard-
setting action.

71. Unesco has, furthermore, already undertaken to expand its contribution to the development of
exchanges of persons - pupils, students, youth groups, workers, educationists - by formulating

recommendations or agreements designed to facilitate this traffic: relaxation of exchange control and
administrative formalities at frontiers, etc. (Cf. document 16 C/4, paragraph 334). More generally
Unesco proposes to draw up model clauses, 'suitable for incorporation in bilateral cultural agreements,
which would define, inter alia, the criteria that must be respected in the preparation.and implemen-
tation of an exchange programme if it is to be, in fact, an instrument of understanding and peaceful
co-operation between the nations concerned.

72. In the revision of agreements on the circulation of materials of an educational, scientific and cul-
tural character and in the preparation of instruments concerning the use of space communication,

provisions or obligations which may affect the practice of education for international understanding
and peace should be expanded and stressed (cf. document 16 C/4, paragraphs 335 and 343).

73. Such is the pattern of systematic, progressive and, if it can be so termed, Hprogra- e& oper-
ations that Unesco would appear to be equipped to launch. In conclusion, these operations - over

and above the long-term impact on progress of the international instruments that they produce - have
in themselves a direct and immediate effect, during the course of their implementation, on education
for peace. They demand new surveys, as in the case of the vast area of out-of-school education for
youth and adults, and such surveys often bring about a new awareness of issues. They also demand
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the expansion of current experiments as, for example, those being conductt:d in "associated schools",
the collaboration of educationists and national authorities in a wide variety of ways, and a growing
convergence of the efforts of educationists, specialists, research workers and administrators whose
work is normally pursued along separate lines within the same country. They also include interna-
tional gatherings, the benefits of which are all the more fruitful because participants are compelled
to break through the language barrier'in order to arrive at mutual understanding of the substance of
education. In short they are factors and acts of international co-operation which advance the cause
of education for the ideals of peace, understanding and respect among peoples.

'
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APPENDIX 1

RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING THE DIRECTION OF SCHOOL PROGRAMMES
TOWARDS INTERNATIONAL PEACE AND SECURITY

(Drafted in 1949 by a Committee of Experts and submitted to the General Conference at its sixth ses-
sion, in 1951).

The General Conference of the United-Nations' Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,

Convened at

Having decided to keep before' the attention of Member-States the importance of regarding the develop-
ment of international understanding as one of the major functions of education and to urge the authori-
ties-concerned-to take the necessary- steps to ensure:thailthis function is °fulfilled;

adopts, this . day of 19 , the following_ recommendation which shell
be called the recommendation concerning -the' direction o_ f school progianimei tdivards international'
peace-and security.

Considering that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights declares that education "shall promote
understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations; racial or religious-groubs and shall fur-
ther-the activities-of the United Nations for the- maintenance-of peace";

Considering that one of the main purposes of Unesco is "to contribute to peace and zecurity by pro-
moting collaboration among the nations through education", sand that, as the Constitution, of Unesco
declares,- "ignorance of each other's ways-and lives has been a common cause, throughout the'his-
tory of mankind; of that suspicion and mistrust- between the-peoples of the world through which their
differences have all too often broken into war";

Considering that the existing school progranimes are not fully in accord with the needs Of the increas-
ingly interdependent world of today;

Considering that most States have not yet taken full measures within their legal powers to encourage
and assist education for international understanding;

The Conference,-

(a) urges the Member States of the Organization to take all the measures possible within their legal
powers to apply the following guiding principles contained in Part One of the Recommendation;

(b) recommends the Member States of the Organization to adopt the proposed measures of imple-
mentation contained in Part Two of the Recommendation;

(c) requests the Member States-to include in their annual reports to Unesco a section describing
the measures adopted to implement effectively the present Recommendation, indicating any dif-
ficulties or obstacles which have-prevented implementation and formulating any suggestions of
their own.

PART ONE

Guiding Principles

The school should provide an atmosphere in which all members of the school community can ac-
quire the qualities of justice, fair-mindedness, tolerance and respect for all sorts and conditions of
men. As important means of helping to develop these qualities, primary and secondary school pro-
grammes should at the appropriate stage:

(a) be sufficiently broad to acquaint the pupils with the world in which they live, the kinds of people
distributed over the earth and the relationship of environment to ways of life, and to bring out
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the common elements in the life of different peoples, without neglecting objective information
concerning differences;

(b) illustrate in the teaching of the various subjects, especially science, art and 'comparative liter-
ature, that the advancement of human culture and knowledge has been achieved by the co-operation
of the various peoples of the world; and that national culture is but a part of human civilization,
and is constantly being enriched by intellectual and artistic influences from abroad;

(c) stress the conception of the equality of human beings set forth in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, and bring home, to.the pupils that this entails:

a) equal respect for all human beings without regard to such distinctions as race, colour, sex,
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or
other.;statusvand the.7.:avoidance of all prejudices which mayarise from thes.) distinctions;

(ii) the recognitioneftthe equal,rightinf every nation, -great-or:small; to directit4 life,- and de-
velop its national culture as a contribution to the cultural heritage of mankind;

(d),-promote peace .by reasing interdependence- of all peoples in the modern viorld,
the ways in which they have learnt to control their surroundings in co-operation with their fellows,
and the fact that their common interests are more important then their clashes of interest;

(e) strengthen the bonds uniting thepeoples,of-the world by presenting the history of their own and
other nations without prejudice or distortion, and by emphasizing the events and influences that
have contributed tasocial progress rather than the purely military aspects of history;

(f) present the of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies to the pupils as a most sig-
nificant move forward in.man's efforts over a long period of time to establish effective machin-
ery for promoting-the peace and well-being of all peoples;

(g) help to develop a critical sense by proyiding opportunity for assessing the accuracy of informa-
tion given through the radio, press and cinema;

(h) promote, both in the classroom and outside, the study and practice of active responsibility and
loyalty to the local and-national community as the basis for the wider loyalty to the world society
to which all other obligations should be subordinate.

PART TWO

Measures for implementation

It is recommended:

(1) that national committees be formed, where they do not already exist, to examine primary and
secondary school programmes of study, with particular reference to history, geography, mod-
ern languages and other subjects which can make a special contribution to international under-
standing, with a view to, recommending the necessary. changes to the appropriate authorities;
and that teacher's organizations be invited to nominate members, including practising teachers,
to take part in these committees;

(2) that textbook improvement go hand in hand with improvement of the curricula, and that the at-
tention of educational authorities be drawn to the desirability of extending the use of visual and
auditory aids as means of promoting education for international understanding;

(3) that every opportunity be taken during training and during refresher courses to bring home'to
teachers and to educational administrators and inspectors the importance of their own personal
attitude towards other peoples and their responsibility for ensuring that the programmes of study
and the information given in lessons are used to develop attitudes of frien'dly co-operation in their
pupils;
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(4) that educational administrators and inspectors, when aditising on the curricula of schools and
teacher-training institutions,- have particular regard to the extent to which they can contribute
towards international understanding;

(5) that attentionbe directed to the need for organizing regular exchanges of teachers aniipupils as
an integrated part of programmes of study, for arranging exchanges between teachers and invit-
ing teachers from other countries to participate in refresher courses, and for affording all pos-
sible facilities for teachers to visit other countries;

(6) that countries undertaking curricular revision make use of Unesco's educational missions and
experts, obtain assistance from the participants in Unesco seminars and from Unesco publica-
tions;

(7) that regional seminars for teachers be organized, with the-assiftsmce.of Unescb, to consider
probleins of-durricular revision within-thi.broad franiework of the contribution -that all aspects
of school' life can make to-international understanding..
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APPENDIX 2

SOME DEFINITIONS OF EDUCATION FOR INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING

I.

Text prepared in 1952 by a working party of the Executive Board of Unesco

Aims. of education programmes for international understanding:

"1. Make clear-the underlying reasons which account for the varying ways oflife of different peo-
ples both past and Present, their traditions, -their characteristics, their problems and the ways
in iiihi2h these have been resolved;

2. Make clear that civilization results from the contributions of many nations-and that all nations
depend very much on each other;

3. Make clear that throughout the ages, moral, intellectual and technical progress has gradually
grown to constitute a common heritage for all mankind. Although the world is still divided by
conflicting political inte. ests and tensions, the interdependence of peoples becomes daily more
evident on every side. A world international organization is necessary and it ie now also possible;

4. Make clear that States, whatever their differences of creeds and ways of life, have both a duty
to co-operate in international organizations and an interest in so doing;

5. Make-clear that the engagements freely entered into by the Member States of international orga-
nizations have force only in so far as they are activelyand effectively supported by those peoples;

6. Make it clear that unless steps are taken to educate mankind for the world community, it will be
impossible to create an international society conceived in the spirit of the Charter of the United
Nations;

7. Arouse in the minds, particularly of young people, a sense of responsibility to this community
and to peace;

8. Encourage the development of healthy social attitudes in children so as to lay the foundations of
improved international understanding and co-operation."

II.

Recommendation No. 64 adopted by the International Conference on
Public Education at its thirty-first session (1968)

"Guiding principles relating to education for international understanding

1. Education at all levels should contribute to international understanding.

2. Education should help to increase a knowledge of the world and its peoples and to engender atti-
tudes which will enable young people to view other cultures, races and ways of life in a spirit of
mutual appreciation and respect. It should make clear the relationship of environment to patterns
and standards of living. While providing an objective treatment of differences, including differ-
ences in political, economic and social systems, it should bring out the common values, aspira-
tions and needs in the life and conscience of the world's peoples.

3. Education should show that the advancement of human knowledge has resulted from the contribu-
tions of the various peoples of the world, and that all national cultures have been and continue to
be enriched by other cultures.
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4. Education should encourage respect for human rights and their observance in daily life. It should
stress the conception of the equality of human beings and the spirit of justice embodied in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, emphasizing that this entails equal respect for all hu-
man beings without regard to such distinctions as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political
or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

5. Education should help to give to every pupil and student the sense of human dignity which combats
all domination by man over his fellow - ;,.sings. It should do everything possible to arouse in young
people a desire tounderstand the economic and social problems of their country and of their time
and, in addition, should show to them objectively the harmful' effects of colonialism, neo-
colonialism, racialism, apartheid, and slavery and of all forms of aggression.

C. Eduction should stress the equal right of every nation, great or small, to direct its own life
and to develop fully all its cultural and material possibilities.

7. Education should develop international solidarity and an understanding of the interdependenc, of
all nations and pedples. It should show the necessity for international co-operation in dealing
with world problems and shonld make it clear that all nations, whatever the differences in their
political systems and ways of life, have a duty to co-operate for this purpose and an interest in so
doing. In this connexion the work of the United Nations and its related agencies should be
studied in the school."

III

Some reflections on the meaning of education for international understanding and peace

(text drawn up at a meeting of experts held in August 1970)

HInterra.;ional understanding is taken here to mean the capability of people to comprehend the
complexity ana ,,nriety of human relationships affecting trans-national and international relations,
whether in cultural, social, economic or political matters; to see these relationships in a world-
wide context; and to see the necessity of adjusting them in such a way as to advance human welfare
within a peaceful world order. International understanding also involves a feeling of oneness with
humanity and the initiation of behaviour patterns appropriate for the furthering of human welfare as
a whole. To designate these objectives Unesco is urged to find a more pithy and,pertinent phrase
than 'education for international understanding'.

Obviously education for international understanding must be described in different terms for dif-
ferent age groups. Essentially, however, it means bringing children and young people to understand
that although we live in different communities, with different social systems and mays of life, we
must now for certain purposes think of humanity as a unit, a.single whole; that there are certainuni-
versal human rights; and that as a society, humanity_is slowly developing international traditions,
laws and institutions which nevertheless permit the continued existence and progress of national tra-
ditions, laws and institutions in sovereign States. In sum, education for interriational understanding
means instilling a certain conception of the world and of human relations and shaping habits of thought
and behaviour which will further the achievement of a peaceful world order.

The task of education for international vnderstanding should not be to encourage pupils to approve
or condemn other systems and ways of life without discernment, but rather to lead them to appreciate
how and why they differ, and to convince them that these differences form part of the wealth of the hu-
man heritage. Furthe- ;eryone must be convinced that any conflicts which might arise from the dif-
ferences should never be resolved by war, but by looking to see how the institutions can be adjusted
to work for peace and wi,lely-shared prosperity.

Everywhere, directly or indirectly, an effort is made to initiate young people into the life and
values of their national communities. This is a part of moral and civic education in both its cognitive
and its affective aspects. While in a sense it is true that a child's awareness extends gradually from
the family through the community and the school to his national society and to human society as a
whole, a consciousness of the world can nevertheless ue developed from the earliest stages of educa-

. tion. The child's own curiosity ant. relative freedom from prejudice are important assets at this
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period. Each year of schooling should add somethins Lo his world-mindedness so that it is based in-
creasingly on expanding knowledge and maturing attitudes. Children and young people respond read-
iry to discussion of issued that cross national boundaries, and not least to their moral aspects, when
these are linked' to their own interests and problems and lead on therefrom to the world outside. "


